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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since the inception of our SC Tech cluster, an Initiative of the South Carolina Council on
Competitiveness (“SC Competes”) and launched with the support and leadership of the SC
Department of Commerce (“SCDOC”), extensive work has been accomplished to build a
foundation for the state’s technology and cybersecurity sectors. As part of a collaborative
collective, SC Tech convened companies, peer associations, state agencies, and 
educational/workforce providers to understand the essential and desired needs of those 
in this ever-critical sector, with the aim of moving South Carolina forward as a tech-cyber hub.*

To strategically address where SC Tech could provide meaningful state-wide support, we first
needed to define the targeted important areas within the cluster to prioritize our efforts and
resources. Our first step was to hire a full-time, day-to-day director equipped with tech-specific
specializations. We then identified all of South Carolina’s tech-cyber firms and heat-mapped
them on a GIS-enabled map (freely available on our website), including (1) companies solely
producing tech products and services, (2) companies using tech heavily in their primary line of
business, and (3) non-tech companies employing tech workers.

With the tech cluster now defined and mapped, we quantified the economic impact of 
South Carolina’s tech-cyber industry – an enormous impact of $89 billion. The 2020 SC Tech 
Economic Impact Study not only measured the impact of tech on the state, but also captured 
the number of tech employees and the growth of technology and cybersecurity over the last 
decade. The 2020 SC Tech Study will serve as a benchmark for future research, and is an 
open-source resource for our industry partners and economic development community.

*In September 2022, SC Governor Henry McMaster issued an Executive Order announcing a new statewide 
collaborative initiative with the dedicated goal of improving the cybersecurity ecosystem.

https://bit.ly/3PiKf5t
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Promoting tech careers to students, parents, and educators

Hosting workforce and education webinar series

Recruiting speakers for career exploration events

Serving on numerous technology committees focused on advancing workforce

Collaborating to produce alternative tech apprenticeship programs

Supporting the acquisition of a Boston Dynamics agile mobile robot for AI educa-
tional purposes

Supporting the advancement and creation of AI and cybersecurity curriculum for 
implementation in K-12 and higher education

Providing industry-guiding research and data that measures technology impact 
across SC

Presenting on SC’s current issues and insights at a multitude of conferences/speak-
ing engagements

Taking part in SCDOC’s workforce webinar series

Contributing to Scribble podcasts

SC Tech has played a large role in connecting industry partners and workforce training 
providers and has also become a respected voice in the state and region’s technology 
workforce preparedness efforts by:



MAKING A PLAN

USING THE PLAN

This inaugural strategic plan will allow SC Tech to leverage the collective input from the tech
industry to continue driving our state towards an environment that fosters and supports the
technology industry and all the industries that technology supports. 

Utilizing expertise from our statewide SC Tech Executive Forum, which includes technology 
leadership from Blackbaud, Boomtown, Dart Points, eGroup, Capgemini, Cyberwoven, Kim and 
Lahey Law Firm, Benefitfocus, Home Telecom, SCRA, and the SCDOC, we set out to identify next 
steps in building a stronger technology ecosystem.

Engaging with a professional facilitation team to perform a SWOT analysis and strategy planning 
session, SC Tech was able to identify several major areas of need in making SC’s technology 
cluster more competitive.

With SC Tech’s mission to be inclusive of all technology companies and companies employing
technology that operate in SC, we knew it was imperative to get feedback from a larger
representation of industry before settling on a deliberate course of action. Collaborating with
regional partners across the state, we planned six ideation sessions designed to capture diverse 
and inclusive thought leadership directly from tech executives and ecosystem builders. These 
sessions included communities large and small, rural and central, with the intention of making 
sure we captured the entirety of the state’s needs. Regardless of region or ecosystem size, many 
common needs, such as workforce readiness, echoed across all sessions.

This SC Tech strategic plan, or The SC Tech Network Architecture, is designed to put solutions
and supports into place to respond to technology ecosystem needs and make SC an even better 
place for technology companies to thrive. By using the core areas of need identified though our 
planning and outreach sessions, SC Tech will create or support solutions and programs to meet 
the needs identified. SC Competes is built on a collaborative framework, meaning we do not 
operate in a silo. Partners such as other non-profit organizations, regional economic groups, 
state entities, and industry will be identified to work in tandem to produce solutions. While this 
plan does represent the current needs of SC’s technology ecosystem as determined by our 
invested stakeholders, technology moves quickly; therefore, this is a dynamic document that 
may not comprehensively cover all programs that are identified for expansion or investment. 
Progress will be monitored and reassessed annually with the SC Tech Executive Forum 
and stakeholders.



SC TECH NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Building upon the ongoing accomplishments of SC Tech, and taking into account the
participation at our regional strategic planning workshops, the SC Tech cluster has 
developed the enclosed SC Tech Network Architecture (“architecture”), anchored to
its foundational mission:

As the architecture evolved, the first thing that became obvious is that our technology cluster 
is diverse and interconnected. In short, our tech community is laced throughout every other
industry in our state, whether it be aerospace, logistics, life science, or manufacturing,
technology is at the core of process and production. Likewise, the strategic goals of the cluster
are similarly interwoven together.

Unlike other SC Competes-managed industry clusters, the outcomes and needs cannot be
independently established with clear delineation. Instead, our three broad goals are not pillars
on which initiatives and objectives can stand independently but will be fluid, interconnected
initiatives and goals. So, throughout this plan, these three overarching goals will be referred to
as “Primary Nodes.” The definition of a primary node is to distribute power and bandwidth to
the Secondary Infrastructure and also to contain house-keeping functions of the system
control, out-of-band communications, and engineering monitors.

We define successful Growth as:
The readying of workforce and development of existing and emerging tech companies in SC.

We define successful Connection as:
Using both traditional and non-traditional networking, marketing, and community building 
to connect our regional partners, connect C suite, connect talent to companies, and connect 
talent to each other to build community.

We define successful Preparation as:
Exploring and supporting emerging technologies and trends, as well as supporting emerging
communities that are “ready for tech.”

Three overarching imperatives emerged in all our discussions, 
on which we focus our strategic plan.

GROW  |  CONNECT  |  PREPARE

SC Tech is here to accelerate growth & innovation while providing a unified 
voice for the statewide technology community by developing a strong 21st Century 

workforce, supporting entrepreneurs, connecting peers and 
decision-makers, and establishing South Carolina as a global hub for innovation.





GROW

The #1 need identified was the need for Growth, both the growth of our workforce and growth
of new and existing companies.

To that end, this SC Tech Network Architecture will focus on the following goals to accomplish
measured Growth over the next 3 years:

Programs focused on growing SC’s technology community must address the greatest needs of
the tech cluster –the immediate labor shortages, addressing the need for diversity in tech, and
building greater awareness of SC as a tech state.

SC Tech has established baseline data through our economic impact study, asset map, and
education pathway map that allows insights into where and how to invest resources for the best 
Growth potential in SC. Utilizing that data and the feedback from our starting sessions, we have 
created and will continue to support programs that fill needs in those areas.

The top priority programs under the GROW primary node are those that encourage adoption of 
technology apprenticeships and networking connections for women and under-represented
communities, career awareness outreach through in school visits with our Boston Dynamics
mobile robot, crafting a SC presence at national industry events such as CES, and continuation
of investigatory opportunities and incentives that are working in other states and regions to
convey to state leadership.

1. Bring awareness of what tech careers are available in our state
2. Support existing and upcoming tech curriculums and apprenticeship programs
3. Explore incentives and other growth resources/best practices, both within our state
    and in other tech-heavy states
4. Market the state’s existing tech cluster

GROW
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CONNECT

As the tech-cyber cluster continues to grow, formation of additional Connection points will be
essential. That connection is important between leaders in similar fields, between those looking 
to enter the tech field, and also between our tech companies and other industries. These
connections will foster supply chain growth, build communities of tech, and help put SC on
the map of “tech states.”

The SC Tech Network Architecture will focus on the following goals that will help Connect 
our tech and cyber cluster:

SC Tech will continue to inform and educate on the state’s technology ecosystem through
industry relevant studies and research that identify assets in both industry and education and
the impact of those ecosystem builders.

Using that data, a concentrated effort will be made in creating opportunities for connection
across all levels of the industry growth cycle through programs like the B2B matchmaking within 
our other industry clusters – SC Aerospace and SC Logistics, student showcases at events like 
SC Decoded – a premier cybersecurity and tech conference for South Carolina companies and 
leaders to learn and engage on today’s top technology topics and opportunities, and regional 
networking events. We will also prepare a database of industry experts in tech-specific topics to 
be a resource for speaking engagements and input needs.

1. Connect tech and cyber companies through both casual and directed networking
2. Create open-source asset and pathway mapping resources as well as actionable research
3. Create matchmaking opportunities inside and outside the tech cluster
4. Create statewide Hub for connections/introductions, bridging the gaps between regions
and industry sectors
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Programs focused on growing SC’s technology community must address the greatest needs of
the tech cluster –the immediate labor shortages, addressing the need for diversity in tech, and
building greater awareness of SC as a tech state.

SC Tech has established baseline data through our economic impact study, asset map, and
education pathway map that allows insights into where and how to invest resources for the best 
Growth potential in SC. Utilizing that data and the feedback from our starting sessions, we have 
created and will continue to support programs that fill needs in those areas.

The top priority programs under the GROW primary node are those that encourage adoption of 
technology apprenticeships and networking connections for women and under-represented
communities, career awareness outreach through in school visits with our Boston Dynamics
mobile robot, crafting a SC presence at national industry events such as CES, and continuation
of investigatory opportunities and incentives that are working in other states and regions to
convey to state leadership.

PREPARE

Much like the Connect node, the Prepare node will assist in the growth of the tech cluster by
developing not only the next generation of tech workers but also our rural communities for tech 
growth and readying our entire state for the next new emerging technology.

The SC Tech Network Architecture will focus on the following goals that will help Prepare
our tech-cyber cluster:

Each of the programs and initiatives represented in the below Prepare node strategic graphic
support the above-mentioned Prepare goals.

Through continuation of our Student Showcase sessions at our returning SC Decoded event, as 
well as introduction of student showcases at our inaugural SC Tech State of the Industry event 
and DEI Statewide Summit, we will help prepare more students for jobs here in SC. Our Boston 
Dynamics four-legged mobile robot will be used to introduce and educate SC students and 
industry on the uses of AI and automation, as will our investment in the creation of AI
curriculum in SC’s K12 schools. Through the SC Tech rural initiative “Ready for Tech”, we will help 
equip leaders in those regions who are ready to prepare for technology ecosystems. Lastly, 
through our SC Tech State of the Industry event, we will look at emerging technologies that will 
change the nature of industry.

1. Bring exposure of tech careers to under-represented communities and nontraditional
   tech demographics to improve diversity
2. Support tech education programs and initiatives
3. Identify rural communities that are most “ready for tech” and assist with development
4. Explore emerging technologies that would be most relevant to existing statewide tech
    infrastructure and assets
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GROW

CONCLUSION

SC Tech will continue to partner with technology leadership and regional organizations across 
SC to SUPPORT - GROWTH - PREPARE our technology economy. Through the creation of new
programs and events, and the support and expansion of existing initiatives, we can make SC’s
technology ecosystem even more competitive.

Node Focus

Collect incentive feedback

Support minority apprenticeships 
& pathways

Speaker collective

Ready4Tech
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Asset & pathway map

SC Women in Tech launch

SC STEM Educator 

AI Curriculum 

PREPARE

Leadership roundtables

SCRIBBLE podcast

Student showcases

Tech networking events

ARC GIS Competition
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